
Consider a fake commute

Top tips to creating your 
morning commute

 � Start your day the right way. Routine’s help create structure and 
purpose. Set the alarm for a regular time, get showered and dress for the 
day ahead. 

 � Reinstall those things you enjoyed. If you normally listened to podcasts, 
read your emails, watched a short film, walked to the bus stop, 
give yourself back that time and engage in those behaviours.  

 � Get outside, have a change of scene. Fresh air and sunlight are vitally 
important to us. Go to your window, talk to new colleagues be they pets, 
plants, kids or work mates. Jump in the car, a walk to the tube and back, 
or a country stroll, create a bit of space for yourself. 

 � Treat your workspace like you would the office. Set up a distinct 
office space within the home, as far away from your bed or bedroom 
as  possible. Tidy away, switch off at the weekend, and create separation 
from home and work.  

 � Recognise the value of breaks. Allow yourself time to take regular breaks, 
it’ll help you focus on the tasks you complete.

For many the daily commute offered a precious window of time to prepare for or shake 
off the working day. For some of us, after months of working from home, new habits have 
formed. Could a fake commute reinstall that ‘me time’, help you mentally prepare for the 
day ahead, or offer that vital post-work unwind?  
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